


looking for



Piaró is a Premium Project with 226 residential 
lots, planned for families who are looking for the  
essence of a community in the perfect place, immersed 
in  a dense vegetation to build a lifestyle surrounded by 

the serenity of a tropical environment.



Experience the peace and natural harmony with the best  
commercial, educational and entertainment services, in one of  

the safest city of México.
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Now it is the time to discover the cultural, adventure and 



Discover the place that will satisfy all your needs right away, 
thanks to the strategic location Piaró owns, at north of the  
White city of Merida with a direct highway exit in Tamanché.



 
underground wiring and cobbled streets that 
will complement the functionality of this  
unique residential area.

Learn about every detail of the property that 
will increase the value of your investment.

Piaró ownan author´s urbanism designed 
by the renowned Architect Seijo Peón in  
collaboration with our Real Estate developer 
EME DOS. A design made seeking to adapt  
wellness to every space of our residential  

 
security connects to become the ideal place to 
create new experiences.



Find the perfect way to improve and grow your coordination 

Family fun in guaranteed in every park, each one of them equipped 
with barbecue area to create and collect special moments in Piaró.

Every space of the property was created to enjoy it with our pets.



 
inspiration to reach and conserve a balanced lifestyle.

It is a place to experience cycling or walking throughout all over Pairó 
and its natural environment. 



especially at sunrise and sunset.

 
vegetation, which is also complemented by a lounge area to feel and  
enjoy the sun.



 
experience the magic of having your own garden and perceive the fresh 
fruits aroma thanks juice bar surrounding trees.

Balance and wellness in one place. Ideal to practice hot yoga every day.



in a fun atmosphere with good company.

A place to create new ideas, designed to adapt to every work activity of 
each resident.

moments in a dreamy place surrounded by art.



to create opportunity areas that has never seen before.

was born to bring you the best investment option in the zone.





Llámanos 
Oficina Tel: 9999441300

Cel: 9991633310
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